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Exari Vision
Enterprise contract discovery and analytics
Contracts are arguably the most important asset your organization has for protecting its interests.
Whether it’s locking in revenue, assuring vendor deliveries, or protecting intellectual property your
contracts matter because of their legal teeth.
But do you know what’s in your contracts? Your rights? Your risks? Your obligations? Translating
dense legal agreements into a data model has always been possible, but has been massively time
consuming, expensive, and would still only yield a small fraction of the data needed.
Up until now, only the largest companies with huge staffs and bigger outside counsel budgets could
afford to do this. What if you could analyze your entire portfolio of contracts for bad clauses, risks,
and deviation from best practices for a fraction of the cost?
Well, now you can.
Exari Vision has solved one of the hardest challenges in contract management – turning words into
data. Recent advancements in artificial intelligence combined with Exari’s patent-pending Universal
Contract Model makes it possible to transform any contract into data that can be analyzed, tracked,
and improved.

Fast and Accurate Data Extraction
Exari Vision automates the data extraction process to provide unprecedented speed and accuracy,
allowing you to fully operationalize your business data.
Data can be extracted from any type of contract: simple or complex, buy-side or sell-side, legacy,
3rd party or newly drafted, it doesn’t matter. Since Exari Vision can convert any document type,
including Word documents, PDFs, Excel spreadsheets, and scanned images, there’s no need for you
to convert your contracts first. That’s real savings right there.

Instant and Thorough Contract Analytics
Exari Vision automatically scans your documents and intelligently captures every piece of data. This
data is then mapped to Exari’s Universal Contract Model for complete understanding of prevailing
language and real-time reporting of any hidden risks. Nobody else can do that. Nobody.
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With Exari Vision, you can:
•
•
•
•

Extract data with unparalleled accuracy with Exari’s AI-driven engine
Capture data from any contract, whether it’s native, 3rd party or legacy agreements
Automatically map all data to Exari’s Universal Contract Model
Gain deep insight into your contract risk at any level to use contracting as a competitive
advantage

*DISCLAIMER: Exari Vision has not been publicly released. Target ship date of July 2017 is subject to change.

ABOUT EXARI
Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by market-leading
companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari, customers can reduce contract risk
and improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

